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Communications Plugs & Sockets:

Mining Plugs and Receptacles:

New Macey have designed a Kamlock
easy connect system to quickly attach
the plug and socket and at the same
time provide a waterproof solution
with our custom resin epoxy to ensure
there is no movement with the connecting pins and internal
sockets used in the design. Our stainless steel material
used gives you a product with a longer life and saves time
in the installation process reducing labour to install.

Rail Plugs and Coupler Systems:

New Macey now produce a complete
range of cable glands using Stainless
Steel, Nickel Plated Brass and Nylon
Polyamide. The product range covers
a wide range of cable sizes with the
option of providing custom sizes in
addition to our standard product range.

Since the 1 990's New Macey has been manufacturing high voltage
Plugs and Receptacles for the mining and rail industries using our
patented technology. New Macey supply customers worldwide in a
variety of industries including Mining, Transportation and Industrial
and we are certified for ISO 9001 QMS. We have implemented lean
manufacturing principles that reduce our set up times providing our
customers with faster delivery times and lower cost for short runs.

New Macey have been innovative
in its production of Plugs and
receptacles in the mining industry
by using more modern materials like stainless steel that
provide a stronger and lighter product than the traditional
brass that its competitors use for these high voltage
products.

Cable Glands:

New Macey have designed and
created rail coupler systems using its
New Macey produce a complete range
mining technology innovations and
of IP67 rated plugs & sockets with an
created a lightweight rail coupler
Ampere range of 1 6, 32, 63 and 1 25.
system that is reliable and extremely
This is a comprehensive range of
low maintenance considering the harsh conditions in the
Plugs, Sockets, Combination switches
rail application. The company also have a number of
and other accessories with 240V and 41 5V ranges.
other products used in rail for many years like Shore
supplies and our patented breakaway cable
connections.
We have acquired a new company that
adds a myriad of products to our
offerings which include Pre Lugged
Our designs have included materials that
cables, Copper Busbars, Flexible
ensure our products are lightweight and
are faster to connect cables to ensuring busbars and a range of custom and standard design
electrical components. More details on these items are
the installation labour time is as low as
possible, providing a quality solution that available at www.electricalswitchgear.com.au
is easy to install.

Low Voltage Plugs and Sockets:

Electrical Switchgear:

11 Kv Couplers and Adaptors:

Cable Handling & Mining
Equipment:

Design & Engineering Solutions:

Our in-house design team can handle
any drawing/design need you may have
from simple profiling drawings (2D),
Through many years servicing the
through to more complex 3D designs.
mining industry there has been demand
Our In-house Electricians and Engineers
for various mining equipment that New
have
the
knowledge
and experience to help you solve
Macey has designed and manufactured
problems and create solutions for your project or finished
a range of equipment used including
Electrical Test Equipment, Mobile Vulcanizing machines product. We deliver your designs and production-ready
drawings to our factory in less time, helping to ensure we
and other miscellaneous equipment.
meet your delivery deadlines.
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